
Set to uplifting contemporary tunes and offering up a distinctly 
early-2000s take on young love and working life in the big city, 
Oksana Bychkova’s Piter FM now seems like a time capsule 
from a more carefree time in Russian culture. This is a comedy 
based around two millennial St Petersburg residents: Masha 
Yemelyanova, a radio jockey getting ready for her wedding; and 
Maxim Vasilyev, a young architect who has recently won an 
international competition and is about to move to Berlin. The film 
was the debut feature of Oksana Bychkova, who would go
on to garner more indie festival credibility for Another Year 
(2014), a tender and naturalistic portrait of big city romance. 
Even in this more populist early guise, however, the director 
shows no little sensitivity and charm.

As the title makes clear, Piter FM is one of those films for 
which the cliché that the “city is a character in itself” was 
made (“Piter” is the affectionate nickname that residents give 
Petersburg). Russia’s second city and former imperial capital 
is here reimagined in whip pans, heavily filtered transitions, 
crowd shots, and funky musical cues; a world of rooftop 
cigarette breaks and canal-side strolls – and suspiciously, almost 
unbelievably good weather. In 2006, Petersburg was on the 
turn, slowly but surely moving through the gears of gentrification 
after the deprivations of the ‘90s, on its way to becoming the 
overtly cool northern capital it is today. Like its characters, Piter 
in Piter FM is caught at a moment of transition.

This is a romantic comedy without much in the way of outright 
romance, premised on a meet-cute that never quite materialises. 
Masha and Maxim share eye contact while waiting at a set of 
traffic lights, seemingly bound by fate; Masha drops her phone, 
and Maxim picks it up. They arrange to meet later so he can 
return the phone to her. When she arrives, he has already left, 
having passed and caught her eye again on an escalator. They 
talk that evening, arranging another meeting. That falls through 
too. And so on, with the point of the narrative very much
being to circle around a series of quarter-life crises without 
ever running ahead of itself. Masha and Maxim pass each 
other frequently or are in the same place without noticing, 

underscoring the old adage that thereis no lonelier place than 
the urban crowd. In one famous scene, the two talk on the 
phone as Maxim sits on the edge of a bridge that turns out to 
face Masha’s apartment building.

Moving on, taking the next step, departing: the film leans into 
these dilemmas. Should Masha relinquish control of her life 
to this man for the sake of matrimony? Should Maxim leave 
his hometown for the uncertain delights of Berlin? As the film 
follows the pair, we become ever more aware of their similarities 
without their romantic compatibility being shoved down our 
throats.

Indeed, the film’s pretences towards romantic clichés and 
couples who are somehow “meant to be” is tempered 
throughout by a refreshingly cynical perspective on the ins and 
outs of relationships. Masha’s interactions with her fiance are 
certainly lacking in romance. “What am I guilty of this time?” 
she asks after arriving late to a date; he later transpires to be a 
controlling and dismissive partner. The chain-smoking Maxim 
has himself just been through a break-up, an awkward, almost 
silent, yet intimate conversation with his ex suggesting that he 
has not successfully moved on.

After a confrontation with his landlord, the police get involved, 
and Masha, pretending to be his girlfriend, helps to bail him out. 
After one bad day at work too many, Masha calls the wedding 
off. Maxim decides to stay in St Petersburg. Bychkova thus 
squares the circle, celebrating stasis and comfort, but also 
independence of spirit and spontaneity. The rush of popular 
acclaim that greeted Piter FM on its release shows just how 
appealing that blend of bittersweet and sentimental can be. 
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